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Transport models for tokamak devices are often based on transport coefficients involving a critical
threshold condition. In this paper, it is argued that the validation of such models against
experimental data requires special care when the system profiles are close to this threshold !at some
locations", due to the contribution of fluctuations to transport. The arguments presented here could
have implications for the understanding and modeling of heat transport in tokamaks, since the large
stiffness of the temperature profile observed in experimental points to a near-critical situation over
much of the radius. The difficulties are illustrated by means of a simplified transport model, and a
possible way to ameliorate this issue is proposed. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
#DOI: 10.1063/1.2205196$

I. INTRODUCTION

Critical gradients are an essential ingredient of many
modern models of heat transport in fusion plasmas.1,2 The
theory of !ion" temperature gradient driven turbulence3,4 pro-
vides a theoretical underpinning for such models, while
ample experimental evidence for the actual presence of such
mechanisms in fusion plasmas is available.5–9

Typically, critical gradients !or other, related threshold
conditions, such as critical scale lengths" are incorporated
into transport codes by defining transport coefficients that
depend on the local gradient through some threshold condi-
tion. A typical form for the heat conductivity used to model
heat transport experiments is, e.g.:6

!e = !e
0 + !e

1H%!Te

Te
! "c& , !1"

where !e
0 is the subcritical conductivity, !e

1

=#q!r"Te
3/2#Te

!1!!Te!Te"c"$, "c is the critical value and H!x"
is the Heaviside function: H!x"= 1

2 !1+x / 'x'" when x"0 and
H!x"= 1

2 when x=0.
Most of the transport codes can be used in either “analy-

sis” or “predictive” modes. In the analysis mode, the values
of "c, !e

0, and !e
1 are adjusted iteratively such that the steady

state profiles obtained as a solution by the transport code fit
the time-averaged experimental profiles. In the predictive
mode, expressions for the transport coefficients and critical
thresholds are provided by theoretical or numerical argu-
ments and inserted in the transport equations. Then, the
steady state solutions of these equations are computed and
the resulting profiles are compared to the time-averaged ex-
perimental profile data. If the comparison is favorable, the
transport model is deemed sufficient and to contain all the
relevant physics for the problem. If not, a new theoretical
model must be sought.

The main aim of this paper is to warn that such proce-
dures gloss over some hidden subtleties, with possibly quite
significant consequences when the system profiles remain
close to the critical threshold !at some locations".10 The latter
indeed appears to be the situation for tokamak plasmas, as
evidenced by the observed stiffness of the profiles. The prob-
lem may be understood by considering a simplified one-
dimensional transport model for an arbitrary scalar quantity,
n!x , t", that we will refer to as density !but noting that the
argument is equally valid for, e.g., heat transport":

#n

#t
+

#$

#x
= S!x,t" . !2"

Here, S!x , t" is a source term. We assume that the source can
be written as S!x , t"= (S)+ S̃!x , t", where the angular brackets
(.) refer to the taking of a time average, such that the time
average of the fluctuating part S̃!x , t" is zero. S̃!x , t" accounts
for all possible sources of external noise in the system.
$!x , t" is the flux, and is typically expressed as:

$ = ! D!x,n"
#n

#x
+ V!x,n"n , !3"

where D!x ,n" is a diffusion coefficient and V!x ,n" a !pinch
or convective" velocity. D and V may be nonlinear and may
even depend on any derivative of n #this indeed being the
case when we consider an expression like Eq. !1"$.

The system reaches steady state when the local transport
compensates the integrated external source everywhere. For
the time-dependent source we are considering, steady state
exists only in a time-averaged sense. We define the “static”
solution as the function nsta!x" that satisfies Eq. !2" after set-
ting the time derivative equal to zero and using the time-
averaged source, (S):
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!
#

#x
*D!x,nsta!x""

#nsta!x"
#x

! V!x,nsta!x""nsta!x"+
= (S!x,t") . !4"

For the sake of argument, we will assume that the solution
nsta!x" exists and can be found numerically—although
strictly speaking, this need not always be the case.

Now, consider a transport code used in predictive mode.
This code will solve an equation like Eq. !2", where D!x ,n"
and V!n ,x" are prescribed in accordance with some model
for the relevant transport physics of the system under study.
In practice, one solves Eq. !4" to obtain nsta!x", which is then
compared to the time average density profile, (n!x , t"), mea-
sured directly on the system. In this paper we will argue that
nsta!x" and (n!x , t") may differ quite appreciably when the
density profile is close to a critical threshold locally. As a
consequence, it is not appropriate to compare these profiles
as a way to ascertain the validity of the transport model.
How does this come about? Taking the time average of Eq.
!2" one obtains, after the initial transient:

!
#

#x
,*D!x,n!x,t""

#n!x,t"
#x

! V!x,n!x,t""n!x,t"+-
= (S!x,t") . !5"

On the other hand, if one inserts nsta!x".(n!x , t") into Eq.
!4", one obtains:

!
#

#x
*D!x,(n!x,t")"

#(n!x,t")
#x

! V!x,(n!x,t")"(n!x,t")+
= (S!x,t") . !6"

Comparing these equations, one observes that these equa-
tions are only identical when two conditions are satisfied.
First, D must be sufficiently uncorrelated from n, so that
(D!x ,n"n).(D!x ,n")(n); and second, D must not be nonlin-
ear so that (D!x ,n").D!x , (n)". Similar requirements hold
for the convective velocity V. As we will show in what fol-
lows, the second one of these conditions is more stringent
close to the critical threshold, and indeed does not hold in
general, basically because of the nonlinearity of D, related to
the presence of the Heaviside function.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we will
describe the simple numerical transport model that we will
use as a !microscopic" model system to illustrate the prob-
lem, while noting that the phenomenon studied is common to
all transport models incorporating critical gradient mecha-
nisms of the type of Eq. !1". In Sec. III we will attempt to
describe the transport in this simple system macroscopically.
Both of the aforementioned approaches will be used and
their differences described. Once these are well established,
in Sec. IV we will propose a way to resolve the discrepancy.
Finally, in Sec. V, we will draw some conclusions.

II. MICROSCOPIC TOY SYSTEM

To illustrate the subtleties involved in the description of
macroscopic transport, we need to consider some relevant
“microscopic” system in which fluctuations and critical gra-

dients play an important role in determining the transport.
For this purpose, we use a toy model based on the well-
known concept of continuous time random walks !CTRW",
which we generalized recently in order to handle the required
complex dynamics.11,12 In this framework, one considers that
the motion of a set of particles within a finite interval #0, 1$
is completely described by a probability density function
!pdf": p!%x ;x! , t". p!%x ;x! , t" specifies the probability for
taking a step of size %x at time t, for a particle located at x!.
When any particle crosses the system boundary, it is consid-
ered lost. Here, we purposely allow the step size to depend
explicitly on x! and t, in order to be able to handle the case in
which the size of the next step depends on the local density
gradient, as would be the case with a local critical gradient
condition.

Assuming that the system is Markovian and that the
typical waiting time between two successive jumps of a
single particle is &D, it is easy to show that the “kinetic”
equation for the evolution, according to these rules, of any
initial particle density distribution, is given by the following
Generalized Master Equation:10,11,13

#n!x,t"
#t

=
1
&D
/

0

1

dx!p!x ! x!;x!,t"n!x!,t"

!
n!x,t"

&D
+ S!x,t" . !7"

In order to model transport controlled by a critical gradient,
we choose the step size pdf as follows:

p!x ! x!;x!,t" = G!x ! x!,'0" + H!'Z!x!,t"' ! ""

(#G!x ! x!,'1" ! G!x ! x!,'0"$ , !8"

where Z!x , t"=#n /#x is the local density gradient, G!x ,'" is
the Gaussian distribution:

G!x,'" =
1

04)'2
exp%!

x2

4'2& , !9"

H!x" is the Heaviside function, and " is a prescribed critical
gradient value. Note that this choice of pdf simply means
that the average particle step size changes between two val-
ues, '0 and '1, depending on whether the local density gra-
dient is smaller or larger than ". Therefore, one expects
transport to be characterized by a diffusion coefficient D0
='0

2 /&D when the absolute value of the gradient 'Z!x , t"' is
below its critical value, and by a diffusion coefficient D1
='1

2 /&D when it is above.
In our simulations we use a constant source: S!x , t"=S0.

This choice might lead one to think that this is really a static
problem. However, complications arise due to the nonlinear-
ity associated with the Heaviside function H. Furthermore,
even if the nonlinearity is never active for some !small" val-
ues of the source, one still has to account for numerical
noise, which effectively acts as a small fluctuating source.
Thus, in practice one always has to deal with a stationary
problem. This case was already studied to some detail in Ref.
11, where p was allowed to take on a more general form
!Lévy" than used here. Even so, many results obtained there
can be directly translated to the present case.
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We have evolved Eq. !7" in time using a standard nu-
merical integration scheme, suitable for stiff problems, yield-

ing the fields n!x , t" and Ĥ!Z!x , t""1H!'Z!x , t"'!"". In the

following we will abbreviate this function as Ĥ!Z" or Ĥ!x , t",
depending on the context. Numerical simulations were done
on a spatial grid 0*x*1 with 2000 grid points, with '0

=0.002, '1=0.008, and "=2000. The evolution always goes
through an initial transient phase, after which the system
reaches the steady state regime. Three different types of
steady state solutions, associated with three different ranges
of values for the source strength, are found. For low values
of the source !S0+2D0"", the whole system is subcritical11

#i.e., Ĥ!x , t".0$. For high values !S0,2D1"", nearly the

whole system is supercritical #i.e., Ĥ!x , t".1$. In these
cases, the characteristic step size ' of the particles is con-
stant all across the system, so transport is adequately charac-
terized by a constant diffusion coefficient, and the “static”
and time-averaged density profiles are identical—simple pa-
rabolas, as one would expect in a diffusive system.

More interesting behavior occurs for the intermediate
range of values for S0. In these cases, the central part of the
system !centered around x0=1/2" remains subcritical !diffu-
sive", while the exterior part of the system is characterized
by gradients close to the critical value. An equilibrium solu-
tion does not exist, which causes significant fluctuations of
both density and Ĥ!x , t".

Examples of the time-averaged density profiles are
shown in Fig. 1 for a range of source strength values. In this
figure, the density has been normalized to 0S0 to fit the pro-
files in the same graph. In Fig. 2, the time-averaged profiles
of the step function, (Ĥ!x , t"), are shown for the same cases.

Due to the fluctuations in density, (Ĥ!x , t") is a continuous

function in spite of the fact that Ĥ!x , t" is not. As the source

value increases, (Ĥ!x , t") increases also, and the system be-

comes supercritical at those locations where (Ĥ!x , t")=1.

III. TRANSPORT MODEL

One nice thing about CTRWs is that it is very easy to
derive macroscopic transport equations like Eq. !2" by sim-
ply taking the long-time, large-wavelength limit !the so-
called fluid limit" of the Generalized Master Equation.14 For
our nonlinear CTRW, the fluid limit is simply:15

#n

#t
= S!x,t" +

#2

#x2 #!D0 + H!'Z!x,t"' ! ""!D1 ! D0""n$ .

!10"

This equation can be rewritten in the !more standard" form of
Eq. !4" by introducing the diffusivity:

D!x,Z" 1 D0 + H!'Z!x,t"' ! ""!D1 ! D0" , !11"

and the !pinch" velocity:

V!x,Z" 1 !
#

#x
D!x,Z!x,t"" . !12"

The physical significance of this velocity has been discussed
elsewhere,10,16–18 and in any case it is not essential for the
problem at hand, as other choices of V!x ,Z" will still lead to
essentially the same conclusions regarding the difference be-
tween statical and dynamical profiles. Note, however, that
the form of the diffusivity, Eq. !10", is basically identical to
that used for heat transport modeling of tokamak experimen-
tal data in the context of critical gradient turbulence.2,6,9,19

To illustrate the problems discussed in the Introduction,
one might attempt solving for the “static” solution nsta!x" of
Eq. !10" and compare it to (n!x , t") for our !microscopic" toy
system, at different source strengths. But since the solution
nsta!x" may not exist, we will follow a different route.

A. Static solution

Starting from Eq. !10", the “static” solution is obtained
by setting #n /#t=0. This also implies that Ĥ!x , t"= Ĥ!x" !no
time dependence". Integrating the transport equation once,
we obtain:

FIG. 1. !Color online" Profiles of (n) for various values of the source
strength S0, normalized by 0S0 for display purposes. The different transport
regimes discussed in the text are easily recognized !parabolic shape: either
sub or supercritical; straight: critical".

FIG. 2. !Color online" Profiles of (Ĥ!x , t") for the same cases as in Fig. 1.
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($!x,t") = /
x0

x

dx(S!x,t") = !
#

#x
#!D0 + Ĥ!Zsta"D1"nsta$ ,

!13"

where Zsta1dnsta /dx. Note that if we require the flux to be a
continuous function, as we should from physical consider-
ations, a discontinuity of n is induced by the discontinuity of
H. Therefore the solution nsta!x" is in general nonphysical at
isolated points. Ignoring this fact, we may define an effective
diffusion coefficient:2

Deff
sta!nsta!x"" = D0 + Ĥ%dnsta!x"

dx
&!D1 ! D0" , !14"

which is a function of the “static” density profile.

B. Time average solution

To obtain the time average solution, we simply take the
time average of Eq. !10":

($!x,t") = /
x0

x

dx(S!x,t") = !
#

#x
(!D0 + Ĥ!Z"D1"n)

1 !
#

#x
!Deff

tav!x"(n)" , !15"

where we have defined the effective diffusion coefficient:

Deff
tav!x" 1 D0 +

(Ĥ!Z"n)
(n)

!D1 ! D0" . !16"

C. Comparison

Either model must produce the correct time average flux:

($!x,t") = !
#

#x
#Deff

tav!x" · (n)$

= !
#

#x
#Deff

sta!nsta!x"" · nsta!x"$ , !17"

so that nsta!x".(n) would imply Deff
sta!(n)".Deff

tav!x". This ob-
servation provides a test whether the “static approximation”
is satisfactory. To facilitate the comparison, we define the
global parameter that measures the deviation between the
diffusion coefficients:

- = /
0

1

dx
'Deff

tav!x" ! Deff
sta!(n)"'

Deff
sta!(n)"

, !18"

which, for a constant source S0, is only a function of the
source strength. Note that we have used (n) instead of nsta!x"
inside the effective diffusivity Deff

sta. This is the key assump-
tion of the simplification we want to examine, and - can thus
be interpreted as a measure of the relative error made in the
effective diffusivity when making this assumption. Figure 3
shows - as a function of S0, calculated using our numerical
microscopic system for a ratio of supercritical to subcritical
diffusivities D1 /D0=16. It is found that -.0 for S0,2D1"
or S0+2D0" !indicated by vertical lines", the two regimes in
which fluctuations are unimportant because the gradient of

the profile is far from the critical gradient value. However, in
the intermediate range of values of S0, for which the solution
is close to the critical gradient in part of the system and the
fluctuations are large, - can attain values of up to 4–5. That
is, the “static” effective diffusivity Deff

sta!(n)" obtained from
the static approximation is about 5–6 times smaller, on aver-
age, than the real time-averaged effective diffusivity, Deff

tav!x".
Needless to say that this may result in estimates of the con-
finement time that differ by a similar factor, when the calcu-
lation of the latter is based on the above estimates of the
diffusion coefficient.

Therefore, we conclude that the “static approximation”
nsta!x".(n) ceases to be valid when the system profiles are
set by the local critical threshold condition, which is also
precisely when fluctuations become important. This is indeed
the situation in the case of our toy model for intermediate
source strengths. Evidently, the static approximation remains
valid when the system profiles are well away from the
threshold !either below or above".

IV. REFORMULATION OF THE STEADY STATE
PROBLEM IN THE PRESENCE OF CRITICAL
GRADIENTS

These results imply a problem for the interpretation of
profile measurement data in terms of critical gradient mod-
els. We have shown that the “static approximation”–in which
one uses Deff

sta!(n)" in the density transport equation and
solves for (n)–may yield a profile estimate that does not
approximate the time-averaged density (n) satisfactorily. In
particular, this happens when the profiles are close to the
local critical threshold, i.e., when fluctuations contribute sig-
nificantly to transport. Presumably, this situation is relevant
for the modeling of tokamak heat transport, as suggested by
the large stiffness of the profiles.

From our previous discussion, one may deduce that the
construction of an effective transport model that will provide
an accurate estimate of the time average density !thus per-
mitting a direct comparison with experimental data", requires
using Deff

tav!x" instead. However, estimating this quantity

FIG. 3. !Color online" Graph of -, the global parameter that measures the
deviation between the static and dynamical diffusion coefficients !defined in
the text". It becomes large when fluctuations are important.
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would require simulating the microscopic transport processes
on the fluctuation time scale in order to compute proper time
averages. This is very demanding computationally !and im-
possible in the absence of a detailed microscopic model", and
therefore not practical for estimating global transport. This
leads us to pose the question: Is there another way to esti-
mate Deff

tav!x"?
The following observation suggests a possible approach.

The “static diffusivity” profile Deff
sta!(n)" is characterized by

discontinuous jumps at those locations where the local gra-
dient crosses the critical value. However, the time-averaged
effective diffusivity Deff

tav!x" is always continuous. This can be
appreciated in Figs. 4 and 5, where the two diffusivities are
compared for two different values of the source strength. In
the first figure !S0=0.2", the density gradient is below the
critical gradient on average. In the second figure !S0=0.5",
the density gradient is slightly above the critical value on
average. The observed smoothness of Deff

tav!x" is a conse-
quence of the dynamical evolution of the system, which re-
sponds to the fluctuations of the density gradient around the
critical value in those regions where the system is near
critical.10 When averaged over time, these fluctuations effec-
tively change the discontinuous step function into a smooth
continuous function. In terms of the spatial derivative of the
transport coefficient, the effect of the fluctuations is similar

to a resonant broadening, but in real space. In the intermedi-
ate range of source strengths S0, at those positions x where
the system is neither permanently sub, nor permanently su-
percritical, the gradient #n /#x is distributed around the criti-
cal value ". Therefore, one might try to approximate the
time-averaged steady state solution by making a simple as-
sumption regarding this distribution, which can be tested a
posteriori for its adequacy. This is the approach we take in
the following.

Consider the density gradient Z!x , t" at the point x in
steady state. It can be separated in time averaged and fluctu-
ating parts:

Z!x,t" = (Z) + Z̃!x,t" . !19"

In the case that the local gradient is distributed around the
critical value, we make the simple assumption that these lo-
cal density gradient fluctuations are distributed according to
a Gaussian, centered at the critical value ". That is, the prob-
ability P for obtaining a certain value Z̃ at position x is:

PG!Z̃,x" = G!Z̃,w!x"/02" . !20"

Here, w!x" is the standard deviation of the gradient fluctua-
tions at the location x. Using this distribution, it is now pos-
sible to approximate the time average of the function
(Ĥn) / (n) at position x as the ensemble average over PG:

(Ĥn)
(n)

. (Ĥ) . HG!'(Z)' ! ""

1 /
!.

.

dZ̃H!'(Z) + Z̃' ! ""PG!Z̃,x"

=
1
2
*1 + erf% '(Z)' ! "

2w!x" &+ . !21"

In the first equality, we have used the further assumption that
Ĥ and n are only slightly correlated,10 which is valid in the
case of our numerical “microscopic” system !as is easily
checked from the numerical simulation". To check whether
Eq. !21" is reasonable, we have computed the function w!x"
directly from the actual numerical distribution of the fluctua-
tions of the gradient for several cases !with different values
of S0". We then compared the function HG obtained from Eq.
!21" with the corresponding time-averaged function obtained
numerically. The result is shown in Fig. 6.

Evidently, there is no guarantee that the assumed distri-
bution of the gradient fluctuations will always provide a
good approximation to the actual distribution of Z̃ at position
x. However, we find that the final result is somewhat robust
in the sense that some other forms for the assumed distribu-
tion of the fluctuations yield a very similar solution for
(Ĥn) / (n). For example, if one chooses a distribution function
with an exponential decay such as:

PW!Z̃" =
1

2W!x"
sech2% Z̃

W!x"
& !22"

we obtain

FIG. 4. !Color online" Comparison of the static #Deff
sta!(n)"$ and dynamical

!Deff
tav" diffusion coefficients for S0=0.2.

FIG. 5. !Color online" Comparison of the static #Deff
sta!(n)"$ and dynamical

!Deff
tav" diffusion coefficients for S0=0.5.
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(Ĥn)
(n)

. (Ĥ) . HW!'(Z)' ! ""

1 /
!.

.

dZ̃H!'(Z) + Z̃' ! ""PW!Z̃"

=
1
2
%1 + tanh% '(Z)' ! "

W!x" && , !23"

where W!x"=206w!x" /). This function is compared with
Eq. !21" in Fig. 7. Similar tests done with some other rea-
sonable forms for the gradient distribution function produce
closely comparable results. Therefore, it would seem that Eq.
!23" is adequate for most practical purposes.

On the basis of this expression for the “renormalized”
step function in terms of the time-averaged density gradient
(Z), it is possible to reformulate the problem of steady state
transport, without the need to simulate the system at fluctua-
tion time scales. Indeed, the “renormalized” form of Eq. !10"
is:

0 = S0 +
#2

#x2 #D̄eff!x"(n)$ , !24"

where

D̄eff!x" = D0 + HG!'(Z)' ! ""!D1 ! D0" . !25"

The solution of this equation provides a much improved ap-
proximation to the actual time-averaged profile in the pres-
ence of a critical gradient, and indeed we suggest that it
could be contrasted with experimental data to validate trans-
port models with better precision. Figure 6 shows how well
HG approximates (Ĥ), and therefore how precisely D̄eff!x"
approximates the true effective diffusivity. The dynamical
effects !i.e., the contribution of fluctuations" are thus effec-
tively accounted for via the function HG. When the gradient
moves away from the local threshold, fluctuation levels de-
crease, so that w!0 and HG tends towards the value as-
sumed in the “static approximation” H!(n)". The function HG

contains an additional local parameter w!x", which depends
on the level of the local gradient fluctuations. Its value can-
not be calculated a priori, so that it should either be supplied
by numerical codes that can simulate such fluctuations in
detail, or deduced from the measurement of fluctuation levels
in experiment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied transport models with
transport coefficients including a critical gradient condition
!or any similar threshold", both generically and using a par-
ticular toy model by way of example. We have shown that
the contribution of the fluctuations of the gradient cannot
always be neglected, in particular when the local profile is
close to the critical threshold. When this happens, the fluc-
tuation contribution must be accounted for when attempting
to find a good approximation to the steady state solution of
the transport equations, such that the latter equals the time
average of the full dynamical profiles, including fluctuations.
Since this fluctuation contribution is by no means small, this
fact has important implications for the predictive use of
transport codes in the validation of the underlying physical
transport models.

Evidently, an alternative way to handle this issue is not
to consider the steady state version of Eq. !2" at all, but to
perform a full dynamical simulation including microscopic
dynamics, in order to obtain a good estimate of the time
average profile #(n!x , t")$, and to compare the latter with ex-
periment. However, this would require full and accurate
knowledge of the microscopic dynamics, including any ef-
fective external noise contributions #modelled using S̃!x , t"$,
which is neither realistic nor practical for more complete
transport models than the simplified model considered here.
And yet, the failure to take account of dynamical evolution
effects may lead to errors in the calculation of steady state
profiles in some cases.

In this work, we have shown that the dynamical system
behavior may be quantified in terms of the local width of the
distribution of the fluctuations of the gradient around its criti-
cal value. Using one additional parameter–essentially, a local

FIG. 6. !Color online" Comparison between the actual time-averaged value
of H as obtained from the dynamical simulation !dashed", and HG calculated
using a Gaussian distribution for the gradient fluctuations !with appropriate
w!x"", according to Eq. !21". Note that this quantity is a direct measure of
the effective diffusion coefficient, cf. Eq. !25".

FIG. 7. !Color online" Comparison between HG!/" !dashed" and HW!/"
!continuous", with /= '(Z)'!" and w!x"= 1

2 , resulting from two alternative
assumptions regarding the distribution of the gradient fluctuations !see text".
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measure of the fluctuation amplitude–an adequate effective
diffusion coefficient D̄eff!x" can be constructed. The use of
this effective coefficient in the transport equation !in lieu of
the static approximation" will yield a better approximation to
the time-averaged profile (n!x , t"). This procedure may thus
improve the validation of transport models based on the
comparison with experimental data, in particular in transport
regimes in which the system stays close to a local instability
threshold, which generally seems to be the relevant case for
tokamaks.
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